THE INDIANAPOLIS PUBLIC LIBRARY

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
RFP 2021-001 - LAWN CARE & LANDSCAPING

ADDENDUM 2

Addendum Issue Date:   February 26, 2021

Contact:       Kevin Thomas
               Manager, Building and Grounds
               The Indianapolis Marion County Public Library
               2450 North Meridian Street
               Indianapolis, Indiana 46208

Telephone:   (317) 275-4825
E-mail:       kthomas@indypl.org
Web Site:     http://www.indypl.org

RFP Issue Date:   February 5, 2021
QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY VENDORS WITH INDYPL ANSWERS: - addressed in Addendum 1

Q16. With regards to page 13 Lawn Fertilization section viii, aerated and over seeded, on attachment B there is not a line item for the pricing. Where should we put that pricing on the RFP?

A16. A revised fee sheet will be issued by addendum that has a column for pricing that service. This answer is being revised. The new answer is that pricing for page 13 Lawn Fertilization section viii, aerated and over seeded, is not required on this RFP. Please submit pricing on the original fee sheet.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY VENDORS NOT ADDRESSED ON ADDENDUM 1 WITH INDYPL ANSWERS:

Q1. Three questions, Where do we put pricing for the Following:
   1. Aeration and Over Seeding
   2. Rain Barrel Maintenance
   3. Stone Paver Maintenance

A1. 1. Aeration and Over Seeding - Not required.
    2. Rain Barrel Maintenance - Use “Other Unit Prices” section of Attachment B, pg 26, Vendor Fee Sheet
    3. Stone Paver Maintenance - Use “Other Unit Prices” section of Attachment B, pg 26, Vendor Fee Sheet

Attachments: None

End of Addendum 2.